Ldap External Groups Being Flagged as Internal

When editing an external group (a group created automatically by tiki when syncing groups with ldap) the isExternal flag which should be set to Y is set to N.

Context:
User logs in, and tiki groups are syncing with a OU on the AD, so a group is added. Say this group is "tiki-admin".
We want users part of the group tiki-admin on the AD to have admin perms on the wiki, so we edit the group in tiki and set it to inherit permissions from the local Admin group. When you hit the "Save" button after editing the group (you don't have to change anything) the group's isExternal flag is set to "n", meaning it will not sync like an external group.

Users added to the group in the AD will be added to it in tiki, but users removed from it in the AD will not be removed from the group in tiki.

Solution
I have just manually flagged it as isExternal="y" to keep sync working nicely, but it could be confusing
for people who do not look at that stuff.
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Comments

jcarter 25 Oct 13 16:55 GMT-0000
Was it supposed to be like this?

Marc Laporte 25 Oct 13 17:06 GMT-0000
Hi!

There was an error previously that closed issues. If something is not resolved, please do re-open.

Thanks!

jcarter 25 Oct 13 17:34 GMT-0000
Ok, just tested on alpha, and it is still there. I'll open it again. Thanks!
Confirmed issue still exists on 12.x as of 01/16/14 revision 49416
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